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Abstract

This paper examines how conventional export taxes and quotas can be modified to make them less market-distorting, and thereby less welfare-diminishing. The modified policies achieve the same economic objectives of the tax or quota, such as reducing the domestic price of the exported good, increasing domestic purchases, and raising revenue, but also generate additional exports beyond the volume that the tax/quota alone would allow. Also, the policies do not involve any government subsidies to either producers or consumers. We examine two scenarios. The first is when a tax or quota is already in place, as in the case of longstanding export taxes that many countries maintain for exports of agricultural, fishery, and forestry products, minerals, and metals. The second scenario is when a measure is not yet in place but a country wishes to impose one, as in the case of short run agricultural export restrictions that countries have enacted in recent years to restrain increases in domestic food commodity prices. We also examine the outcome when the country does and does not have world market power in the exported good.
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Introduction

During the surge in world agricultural and food prices of 2006-08, as well as the more recent price jumps during 2010-12, many countries imposed restrictions on agricultural exports. According to information provided by Trostle (2008), FAO (2008), and Bouet and Debuquet (2010), during 2006-08 at least 17 countries wholly banned the export of at least one agricultural commodity, nine countries imposed export taxes, and 6 countries established export quotas or some other form of quantitative restriction. Sharma (2011) identifies that from 2007 to March 2011, 23 countries banned at least one agricultural product, and nine and seven created export taxes or quotas, respectively. These restrictions were largely temporary, often lasting less than a year.

Another class of export control that has existed during the past few decades is medium to long term export taxes. From 1995 to 2002, the World Trade Organization (WTO) issued trade policy review (TPR) reports for 100 member countries. During this time, 39 of the 100 countries imposed an export tax on at least one product (OECD, 2003). Agricultural goods were taxed by 22 countries, the other taxed products being minerals, metals, and precious stones (17 countries), forestry products (13), fishery products (12), and leather, hides, and skins (9). An update of this study (Kim, 2010) showed that from 2003-09, 65 of 128 countries for which the WTO did TPRs applied export taxes – 36 countries on agricultural products, 28 on minerals, metals and precious stones, 17 on leather, hides, and skins, 15 on forestry products, and 13 on fishery goods. Bonarriva, Koscielski, and Wilson (2009) report that of 131 countries examined by a WTO TPR from 1994 to 2009, 72 (55 percent) imposed export taxes, with 90 percent of these 72 countries taxing agricultural products. Both the temporary restrictions on agricultural exports of recent years and longstanding export taxes have been overwhelmingly created by developing or
emerging market economies rather than developed countries.

In this paper, we divide agricultural export restrictions into the two classes of temporary policy responses to food commodity price surges and more longstanding export taxes that have different (and more long term) economic motives (examined in the next section). However, the lists we just examined (giving the specific number of countries imposing restrictions) for these two types of controls are not mutually exclusive and can overlap. In particular, some measures enacted since 2006 are probably counted in both category lists.

Export restrictions impact countries’ domestic markets – prices, the volumes of production, consumption, and trade of goods, and producer and consumer welfare – with the domestic consumers/users of the affected products benefiting and their producers losing. If countries have market power in the goods concerned, the reduction in supplies put on the market because of the measures also raise world prices. Foreign consumers and producers are impacted in the opposite directions of those in the countries imposing the measures. Countries that restricted agricultural exports during the surges in agricultural and food prices of 2006-08 and 2010-12 received strong criticism that their actions were further increasing world prices for food commodities, and thereby exacerbating food insecurity and poverty among the world’s poorest.

Anderson and Nelgen (2011), Yu et al. (2011), and Martin and Anderson (2012) empirically examine how countries’ policy responses to the recent surges in world agricultural and food prices (involving both export restrictions and relaxation of import controls) affected world markets. For example, Martin and Anderson find that during 2005-08, countries’ trade policy responses accounted for 30 percent of the rise in the international wheat price, and 45 percent of the price increase for rice during 2006-08.

Our paper has a different focus, in that it examines how conventional export taxes and
quotas can be modified to make them less market-distorting, to both the countries that impose the measures and also world markets (if the enacting countries have world market power). More specifically, we attempt to identify policies that would achieve the specific objectives of export taxes and quotas, but in a way that allows more of the affected products to be exported, and thereby distorts markets less. Also, the modified policies do not involve any government budget subsidies to either the producers or consumers of the exported good.

We examine separately the cases of a temporary tax or quota created in response to rising world prices versus a longstanding export tax or quota. For both temporary and longstanding policies, the paper also analyzes scenarios involving the small and large country assumptions – that is, whether the country enacting the measure is a price-taker or has world market power in the exported product.

Our paper does not examine alternative policies to complete export bans, since that issue is the focus of Liefert, Westcott, and Wainio (2012). Nonetheless, much of our analysis is based on the framework of that earlier study. Although our focus is specifically on restrictions for agricultural exports, the analysis largely applies to export taxes and quotas for any type of product.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section examines countries’ objectives in creating export restrictions, and their effects on both the domestic and world market. The subsequent two sections examine less-distorting alternative policies for the two types of export restrictions we have identified – short term measures and more long term taxes and quotas. The section before the Conclusion discusses challenges in implementing our proposed policies. Some of these challenges might come to the reader’s mind in the earlier sections where the modified polices are first presented and examined. To maintain the paper’s analytical flow, we
leave the discussion of most of these problems to the end of the paper.

The Market Effects of Export Taxes and Quotas

Objectives of Export Taxes and Quotas

Mitra and Josling (2009), Bonarriva, Koscielski, and Wilson (2009), and Anderson and Nelgen (2011) analyze the market effects of export bans, taxes, and quotas. However, the analysis is incomplete for our purposes, especially the handling of the case where the country has world market power. Given that the focus of our paper is to identify policies that would achieve the specific objectives of conventional export taxes and quotas, but allow more of the affected good to be exported, we must begin by identifying the main economic motives and goals of export taxes and quotas.

Drawing largely from Mitra and Josling (2009), Bonarriva, Koscielski, and Wilson (2009), Kim (2010), and Bouet and Debucquet (2010), we can identify four main reasons why a government might impose these measures: (1) to raise revenue; (2) to exploit the country’s market power in the exported product, by raising the price at which the country sells the good on the world market and thereby changing the terms of trade to its advantage; (3) to provide domestic processors that use the exported good as an intermediate input a cost advantage vis-à-vis foreign competitors by lowering its domestic price; and (4) if the exported good is an agricultural product, to improve domestic food security by increasing the volume of the foodstuff made available for domestic sale and restraining its price.

The first three motives identified – raising revenue, exploiting world market power, and helping domestic processors – apply mainly to long term export taxes, while the last motive (domestic food security) applies to short term export restrictions in response to increases in world food commodity prices. Also, of the first three motives, the second is relevant only if the
country’s exports are large enough to have market power in world trade, while the other two motives are enhanced if the country has market power (because restricting outflow of the good raises its export price).

Small Country Scenario

We first examine the effect on the domestic market of an export tax, when the tax-imposing country is small in the world market (no market power in the exported good). In the domestic market panel of figure 1, D_D and S_1 are the domestic demand and supply curves. Assume that the product’s world price is P_4, such that the foreign demand curve for the export is the horizontal line D_F anchored at P_4. With free trade, the country produces Q_6, domestically purchases Q_1, and exports Q_6 – Q_1. In the export market panel of the figure, D_E is the foreign demand curve for the export (as faced by the country), and S_{E1} is the curve for the supply of the export that the country puts on the world market. At any price above P_1, S_{E1} gives the horizontal distance between S_1 and D_D. At world price P_4, equilibrium is determined by the intersection of D_E and S_{E1} at V, such that exports equal E^3 (Q_6 – Q_1 in the domestic market).

Assume now that the country imposes an ad valorem export tax, with the tax rate equaling (P_2 – P_1)/P_2, which also equals (P_4 – P_3)/P_4. The tax creates a second policy-conditional supply curve S_2 in the domestic market, where beginning at the autarky output volume of Q_3, S_2 lies above S_1 by the magnitude of the export tax. S_2 gives the quantity of the good produced (whether sold to domestic or foreign consumers) at any world price above P_2.4

The tax creates a new market equilibrium where D_F and S_2 intersect at point G. The tax lowers the domestic price to P_3, increases domestic purchases to Q_2, reduces production to Q_4, and decreases exports to Q_4 – Q_2. Domestic consumer surplus rises by P_3P_4EB, producer surplus falls by P_3P_4HC, and the government gains tax revenue of BFGC. The country suffers a net
welfare loss of BEF and CGH.

In the export market, the tax creates a new policy-conditional export supply curve $S_E^2$, derived as follows. An export tax of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$ would preclude any exports at any world price below $P^2$. This is because at such a price, the after tax per unit revenue that domestic suppliers would receive from producing and exporting the good would fall below the domestic autarky price $P^1$.

However, at any world price above $P^2$, the export tax creates a domestic price lower than the world price, but higher than $P^1$. That domestic price generates a greater quantity of the good produced and a lesser quantity domestically purchased. The difference between those two quantities equals the excess supply available for export, which yields the point on $S_E^2$ in the export market associated with the given world price. For example, with an export tax of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$, a world price of $P^4$ generates domestic price $P^3$. This creates the excess supply of $Q^4 - Q^2$ put on the world market, or $E^1$ in the export market. The new equilibrium is given by the intersection of $D_E$ and $S_E^2$ at point O, such that $E^1$ is exported ($Q^4 - Q^2$ in the domestic market panel).

If the export tax were per unit rather than ad valorem, $S^2$ in the domestic market would be parallel to $S^1$, with the vertical distance between them equaling the per unit tax. If an export quota were imposed instead of a tax, say of $Q^4 - Q^2$, then a different and vertical policy-conditional supply curve $S^3$ would be created beginning at point C, as well as a new corresponding $S_E^3$ in the export market. Market equilibrium would again occur at point G in the domestic market and at O in the export market. An export quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$ is the quota equivalent of an export tax rate of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$, and therefore yields the same equilibrium prices, volumes, and welfare effects as the tax, including the same government revenue (if the
quota licenses were sold at a per unit price of $P^4 - P^3$.

Export quotas require that the state sells export licenses, and figure 2 presents the market for them. The export quota creates a vertical license supply curve $S^1$ anchored at $L^1$, where $L^1$ equals $Q^4 - Q^2$ (or $E^1$) in figure 1. The license demand curve $D^1$ is derived as follows. For output over the range from $Q^3$ to $Q^6$, the maximum price that any producer is willing to pay for an export license is given in figure 1 by the difference between the world price the producer would get from exporting ($P^4$) and his marginal cost of producing the good. For the first export license within this range, a producer would pay a price virtually equal to $P^4 - P^1$, which equals $R^2$ in figure 2.

For output over the range of $Q^1$ to $Q^3$, the maximum price that any producer is willing to pay for an export license is given by the difference between the world price ($P^4$) and the price the producer would get alternatively from selling domestically (the vertical distance between $D_F$ and $D_D$). For example, for export licenses equal to $Q^4 - Q^2$ ($L^1$ in figure 2), producers will pay $P^4 - P^3$ ($R^1$ in figure 2). This is because $P^3$ is the marginal cost of producing $Q^4$ of output, as well as the price at which $Q^2$ of output could alternatively be sold domestically.

From another point of view, with a license price of $P^4 - P^3$, producers will demand a license volume of $Q^4 - Q^2$ ($L^1$ in figure 2). With a license price of 0, producers will demand $Q^6 - Q^1$ of licenses ($L^3$). Market equilibrium for the export licenses is given in figure 2 by point A, creating an export license price of $R^1$ ($P^4 - P^3$).

The export tax (or quota equivalent) in figure 1 can achieve three of the four objectives of export restrictions identified earlier. It raises government revenue (by BFGC). The tax/quota also lowers the domestic purchase price (by $P^4 - P^3$). If the good is used as an intermediate input by a domestic processing industry, the tax/quota gives the processors a cost advantage vis-à-vis
foreign competitors. If the good is a foodstuff, the tax/quota reduces the price and increases the purchases of domestic consumers (by $Q^2 - Q^1$). The only goal not achieved is raising the export price and thereby improving the country’s terms of trade, which is unrealizable because of the small country assumption.

The producer loss from the export tax or quota can be divided into two parts. The first is that by selling part of $Q^4$ domestically at $P^3$ and exporting the rest for an after tax per unit revenue also of $P^3$, producers lose surplus of $P^3P^4GC$ over this level of output. Part of this surplus loss is captured by the consumer surplus gain of $P^3P^4EB$ and part by the state revenue of BFGC, resulting in a net welfare loss to the country of BEF. The second producer loss is that the drop in production and exports of $Q^6 - Q^4$ from the tax/quota eliminates the producer surplus of CGH, without any countervailing gain to domestic consumers or tax revenue.

Our article focuses on whether the government could modify a conventional tax/quota policy such that it would benefit the country’s consumers just as much (they purchase $Q^2$ at $P^3$) and generate the same government revenue (BFGC) as would the standard export tax or its quota equivalent, but also allow producers to produce and export more output (specifically $Q^6 - Q^4$) at the world price of $P^4$. Such an expanded policy would salvage some of the loss to producers (CGH) compared to the pure export tax or quota.

A country could try to achieve some of the objectives of export taxes/quotas with budget subsidies. A per unit subsidy to domestic consumers of $P^3P^4$ would motivate them to purchase $Q^2$ at price $P^4$. (The subsidy would shift $D_D$ upward such that it intersects $D_F$ at point $F$.) However, because of the subsidy, consumers would pay a net “price” of only $P^3$. Producers would produce $Q^6$, sell $Q^2$ domestically, and export $Q^6 - Q^2$ at world price $P^4$.

However, the subsidy would cost the government/taxpayers $P^3P^4FB$. Rather than gaining
revenue of BFGC, the government would incur expenditure. The country would also suffer a net welfare loss of BEF compared to the free export outcome, though the welfare loss would be lower (by CGH) than the net welfare loss from a complete export ban. A consumer subsidy therefore would be preferable to an export tax or quota on welfare grounds, but it would require that governments have the budgetary revenue and political support to enact the policy. Our goal therefore is to identify policies that would result in (1): $Q^2$ being sold to domestic consumers at $P^3$; (2) $Q^4 – Q^2$ being exported with either an export tax or quota, earning the state revenue of BFGC; (3) $Q^6 – Q^4$ being exported with no tax or quota at world price $P^4$; and (4) no subsidies being given to consumers or producers.

Large Country Scenario

We next examine the market effects of an export tax or quota with the large country assumption, that is, when a country has world market power in the exported good. Figure 3 reproduces the market presented in figure 1, though modified for market power. With market power, the country faces a downward sloping foreign demand curve for its export. To avoid cluttering the panel for the domestic market, we do not give this demand curve, though it appears in the export market panel as $D_E$. In the domestic market, $D_{T1}$ is the total demand curve for the good, where total demand is the horizontal sum of domestic and foreign demand. Free trade market equilibrium is determined by the intersection of $D_{T1}$ and $S_1$ at point H. The price (both domestic and world) is $P^4$, quantity produced $Q^6$, quantity domestically purchased $Q^1$, and quantity exported $Q^6 – Q^1$. In the export market, equilibrium occurs with the intersection of $D_E$ and $S_{E1}$ at V, creating exports of $E^3 (= Q^6 – Q^1)$.

Assume now that the government imposes an export tax of rate $(P^5 – P^1)/P^5$ (which also equals $(P^7 – P^3)/P^7$). The export tax creates a new policy-conditional total demand curve $D_{T2}$ for
all world prices above $P^1$. This is because over that range of world prices, the export tax increases domestic demand, and thereby total demand. The following fleshes out this result.

An export tax of rate $(P^5 - P^1)/P^5$ would prevent any exports for all world prices below $P^5$. This is because at such prices, the after tax per unit revenue that domestic suppliers would receive from producing and exporting the good would fall below the domestic autarky price $P^1$. Consequently, producers once again would not export. Given that world prices below $P^5$ discourage export, for the world price range between $P^1$ and $P^5$, market equilibrium is the autarky outcome determined by point A. $Q^3$ of production is sold domestically at $P^1$. Consequently, for the world price range between $P^1$ and $P^5$, as the world price rises, the quantity domestically purchased does not drop, but rather remains fixed at $Q^3$. This means that for world prices between $P^1$ and $P^5$, the total demand curve shifts right from $D_T^1$ to $D_T^2$ by the horizontal distance between $D_D$ and the vertical line anchored at $Q^3$. For example, at price $P^5$, $D_T^2$ lies to the right of $D_T^1$ by $NR = LM$.

However, a kink occurs in $D_T^2$ at point R, given that this is the point on the curve associated with the world price of $P^5$. As the world price moves above $P^5$, the after tax per unit revenue that producers would receive from exports rises above the autarky price $P^1$. A rise in the world price above $P^5$ would thereby increase the domestic price above $P^1$, such that $S^2$ comes into play. $S^2$ is the policy-conditional supply curve that gives the total quantity of the good produced at any world price above $P^5$, given the existing tax. The rising domestic price increases the quantity of the good produced, as well as decreases the quantity domestically purchased. This means that for all world prices above $P^5$, $D_T^1$ shifts right by the horizontal distance between $D_D^1$ and the vertical line anchored at $Q^3$, minus the drop in the domestic quantity demanded of the good from the domestic price increase. For example, at world price $P^7$, $D_T^1$ shifts right at point T.
by UY (the distance between DD and the vertical line anchored at Q3) minus XY (which equals Q3 – Q2). That is, DT1 shifts right by (UY – XY) = UX, which equals TZ.

Market equilibrium with the tax is determined by the intersection of DT2 and S2 at point Z. Q4 is produced, Q2 sold domestically at P3, and Q4 – Q2 exported at the new world price P7. The export tax earns the government revenue of BXZC.

In the export market, the tax creates the export supply curve SE2. It is derived as before in the small country scenario. A world price above P5 generates a corresponding lower domestic price, which motivates a quantity of the good produced and a quantity domestically purchased. The difference between the two quantities yields a volume of excess supply for export, which generates a point on SE2 corresponding to the world price. Export market equilibrium occurs where DE and SE2 intersect at point O, such that E1 (= Q4 – Q2) is exported.

The export quota equivalent of an export tax of (P5 – P1)/P5 is a quota of Q4 – Q2. The export quota creates the vertical policy-conditional supply curve S3 beginning at point C. The quota also generates a new policy-conditional demand curve DT3, derived as follows. For any world price between P1 and P3, the quota is non-binding, because the domestic market will generate exports less than Q4 – Q2. For every world price above P3, the quota is binding, and restricts exports to Q4 – Q2. Also for every world price above P, the export quota fixes domestic purchases of the good at Q2. This means that for every price above P3 and beginning at point K, the total demand curve shifts right from DT1 to DT3 by the horizontal distance between DD and the vertical line anchored at Q2. For example, at P4 the total demand curve shifts right by HI, which equals EF.

Given the quota of Q4 – Q2, DT3 identifies the total quantity of the good demanded at any world price above P3. It lay to the right of DT1 because for any world price greater than P3, the
quota increases the quantity of the good domestically demanded above the quantity that would be demanded without the quota. Market equilibrium occurs where \( D_T^3 \) and \( S^3 \) intersect at \( Z \).

In the export market beginning at point \( W \), the quota creates \( S_E^3 \). The new equilibrium occurs where \( D_E \) and \( S_E^3 \) intersect at \( O \). The quota once again generates the same domestic and world equilibrium prices, production, consumption, and export volumes, and welfare effects as an export tax of rate \((P^5 - P^1)/P^5\), including the same government revenue (if the quota licenses are sold at a per unit price of \( P^7 - P^3 \)).

In the market for the state-sold export licenses in figure 2, the license supply curve again is \( S^1 \), anchored at \( L^1 \) \((Q^4 - Q^2)\). However, world market power for the export shifts the demand curve for licenses upward from \( D^1 \) to \( D^2 \). This is because with market power, restricting exports to \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) allows the country to raise the price at which it sells the exported good on the world market. This in turn increases the price exporters are willing to pay for export licenses.

More technically, the demand curve for export licenses in figure 2 can be derived from the export market panel in figure 3. The maximum price that an exporter is willing to pay for an export license equals the vertical distance between \( D_E \) (the maximum price a foreign buyer is willing to pay for that additional unit of the good exported) and \( S_E^1 \) (the minimum per unit revenue a producer must receive to export that unit). For the first unit of the good to be exported, the maximum price a producer is willing to pay for an export license equals \( P^8 - P^1 \), which equals \( R^4 \) in figure 2. At an export license price of 0 in figure 2, the quantity demanded of export licenses is \( L^3 \), which equals \( E^3 \) in figure 3 (and \( Q^6 - Q^1 \) in the domestic market panel). Area \( P^1P^8V \) in the export market panel of figure 3 equals area \( 0R^4L^3 \) in figure 2.

With license supply fixed at \( L^1 \), the new license market equilibrium is determined in figure 2 by point \( B \). This yields a license price of \( R^3 \), which in figure 3 equals \( P^7 - P^3 \).
The analysis shows that if a country has world market power in the exported good, an export tax or quota not only fulfills the main objectives of an export restriction, but also brings greater economic gain to the country compared to no market power. First, the tax/quota generates government revenue of BXZC, compared to only BFGC without market power. Second, it allows the country to flex its market power by raising the price at which it sells the export to foreigners from \( P^4 \) to \( P^7 \), which improves the country’s terms of trade. Third, the tax/quota improves the competitiveness vis-à-vis the foreign competition of domestic processors who use the exported good as an input, not just by lowering its domestic price from \( P^4 \) to \( P^3 \), but also by raising its world price from \( P^4 \) to \( P^7 \). This creates a gap between the domestic and world price for the good of \( P^7 - P^3 \), compared to only \( P^4 - P^3 \) without market power. Fourth, the tax/quota decreases the domestic price from \( P^4 \) to \( P^3 \) and increases domestic purchases from \( Q^1 \) to \( Q^2 \). If the main goal of the tax/quota is to help domestic consumers in this way which is independent of any world market effects, the economic benefits with respect to this objective are no different whether or not the country has world market power.

As in the no market power scenario, the export tax/quota results in welfare losses to the country of BEF and CGH. However, the tax/quota increases government revenue by FTZG more compared to the no market power scenario, a magnitude so large that it exceeds BEF plus CGH. This demonstrates how an export tax/quota combined with world market power can result in net welfare gain to a country. Yet, our goal once again is to identify policies that will yield all the market results of a tax/quota as demonstrated in figure 3, but also allow domestic producers to export \( Q^6 - Q^4 \) more of the good at the world price, and thereby not suffer the welfare loss of CGH.

Modifying Export Taxes and Quotas when a Restriction is Already in Place
In the Introduction, we divided agricultural export restrictions into two groups: those which are longstanding (typically taxes) and those which are temporary responses to current conditions (such as rising food commodity prices). In considering how to modify or augment these policies to increase the gains from trade (or more specifically, reduce the welfare loss from the export restriction), the key difference is that with longstanding policies a measure is already in place, while with a temporary policy response a new measure must be created. This means that with the former type of policy, the government has the key advantage that it already knows how the policy restriction affects the market, while with the latter policies it does not. With the former policy, producers also have the advantage of being familiar with it, knowing how the policy works and what to expect.

In this section, we examine ways to modify conventional export taxes and quotas to make them less market-distorting, when a tax or quota already exists. In the subsequent section, we examine modified policies to conventional quotas and taxes when a restriction is not yet in place, such that initially there is free export of the good, but the government wishes to implement a tax or quota.

Small Country Scenario

We begin by examining how to modify an export tax to make it less market-distorting, when the tax is already in place and the country is too small to have world market power in the exported good. Figure 4 reproduces and adds to figure 1. Assume again that the world price for a country’s exported good is \( P^4 \) and an export tax already exists of rate \( (P^2 - P^1)/P^2 \), such that \( Q^4 \) is produced, \( Q^2 \) domestically purchased at \( P^3 \), \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) exported, and the government earns export tax revenue of BFGC. We propose a less-distorting policy that will achieve these market outcomes but also allow additional exports at world price \( P^4 \). The policy has three elements: (1)
the export tax of rate \((P^2 - P^1)/P^2\) continues; (2) a combined total of \(Q^4\) of output must be either sold domestically or exported with the tax; and (3) once element/condition (2) is achieved, producers can freely export more output. Fulfillment of condition (2) will generate all the market effects of a conventional export tax of rate \((P^2 - P^1)/P^2\): \(Q^2\) will be sold domestically at \(P^3\), \(Q^4 - Q^2\) will be exported, and the government will earn tax revenue of BFGC. After disposing of \(Q^4\) of their output in this way, producers will export \(Q^6 - Q^4\) at world price \(P^4\), with the government taking none of the added revenue earned.

In the rest of this paper, output whose marginal cost of production is less than the domestic price \(P^3\) will be called low cost production (output up to \(Q^4\)). Output whose marginal cost of production is higher than \(P^3\) will be called high cost production (output beyond \(Q^4\)). In order for this policy to work, low cost producers must either sell domestically or export with the tax all their low cost production (\(Q^4\)), because no untaxed exports will be allowed until this condition is met. However, low cost producers will want to export all their output without the tax, because untaxed exports earn the higher retained per unit revenue of \(P^4\) rather than \(P^3\).

The main risk and weakness of this policy is that low cost producers might not sell domestically or export with the tax all their low cost production to meet the requirement that allows further exports. Some low cost producers might try to be policy “free riders,” in that they hope condition (2) can be met without their involvement, freeing them to export all their output at the higher world price. Other low cost producers might think that if enough of them withhold their product from the domestic market or from taxed exportation, they can break the policy, such that the government will drop it and allow completely free export. To be credible, the government must convince all low cost producers that it will absolutely maintain the ban on additional export until the minimum sales condition is met.
Because of these incentive problems, this modified policy might not work in practice. However, the likelihood that the policy would succeed increases if all low cost producers have some high cost output. This is very probable, at least for agriculture and energy and metals extraction. All producers in these industries should have an upward-sloping marginal cost of production curve, such that each will produce up to the volume where the marginal cost equals world price $P^4$.

The incentives for the modified policy to work would be even stronger if each producer had a linear marginal cost curve that began at the origin, though not necessarily with the same slope (though each producer would have a constant price elasticity of supply equal to 1). This would result in the ratio of each producer’s high to low cost production being equal, that is, for each producer the ratio of $Q^6 - Q^4$ to $Q^4$ would be the same. Because each producer could export the same fraction of his output at the world price if each sold his low cost output domestically or exported with the tax, incentives might be sufficiently strong for producers to dispose of all their low cost output as required by the policy. However, it is unlikely that all producers would have linear marginal costs.

We can expand the policy in a way that increases the incentives for low cost producers to meet the requirement for additional export. With this stronger policy, the same conditions apply as before, but with this added change: after low cost producers sell $Q^4$ domestically or export it with the tax, producers can export more, but they must have an export license. These licenses are given to producers for free when they sell domestically or export with tax, and the quantity of licenses the government issues would equal the volume of additional exports that the government desires of $Q^6 - Q^4$. For example, assume that $Q^6 - Q^4$ equals one quarter the volume of $Q^4$. For each unit of output that producers sell domestically or export with tax, they would receive an
export license for one-fourth of a unit (or more generally, a fraction of an export license equal to $(Q^6 - Q^4)/Q^4$).

Producers who earn export licenses could either use them to export themselves, or sell them to other producers who want to export. If we again assume that all producers have linear marginal cost (supply) curves that begin at the origin, all producers would earn the exact quantity of licenses needed to cover their own additional, untaxed exports. Yet, we mentioned earlier that this cost condition is unlikely to hold in the real world. Some producers would be mainly low cost producers and some mainly (or even exclusively) high cost producers.

This policy therefore requires that a market exist for the export licenses whereby low cost producers who earn a surplus of licenses (more than needed to cover their own exports) can sell them to high cost producers who need licenses. This license market would increase the incentive for low cost producers to satisfy the requirement for additional exports by giving those who do their part something of additional value — the export licenses.

Figure 5 examines the market for these licenses. Assume that $D^1$ is the demand curve for the export licenses, derived from figure 4. The price that any high cost producer is willing to pay for an export license is given in figure 4 by the vertical distance between the world price the producer would get from free export ($P^4$) and his marginal cost of producing the good for export. The triangle $0R^4L^2$ in figure 5 is the same (inverted) triangle CGH in figure 4 (with figure 5 drawn at larger scale than figure 4). This means that $R^4$ in figure 5 equals $P^4 - P^3$ in figure 4 and $L^2$ equals $Q^6 - Q^4$. Also, the area $0R^4L^2$ in figure 5 (the maximum “surplus” high cost producers could gain if they were given the licenses for free) equals the producer surplus area CGH in figure 4 that producers could potentially achieve from exporting $Q^6 - Q^4$.

We mentioned earlier that if the government desires additional exports of $Q^6 - Q^4$ in
figure 4, it would distribute export licenses equal to this quantity \( L_2 \) in figure 5. Yet, issuing such a volume would be self-defeating. Figure 5 shows that if \( L_2 \) of export licenses were issued, the supply curve for licenses \( (S^1) \) would be vertical at that volume. The market would drive the price of licenses down to 0. With the licenses being worthless, low cost producers in figure 4 would have no license-related incentive to sell domestically or export with tax the volume \( Q^4 \).

In order for the licensing program to create some incentive, the government must issue a license volume less than \( Q^6 - Q^4 \) in figure 4 (or \( L_2 \) in figure 5). Assume in figure 4 that the government issues licenses equal to \( Q^5 - Q^4 \), which corresponds to \( L_1 \) in figure 5. This would create a license price in figure 5 of \( R^1 \), thereby giving the licenses value to the low cost producers who earn them. Consequently, in figure 4 \( Q^5 - Q^4 \) of additional output would be produced for export at world price \( P^4 \). In order to create value for the licenses and thereby have the licensing scheme work in providing incentives to low cost producers to meet the condition for more exports, the government must reduce the initially desired volume of additional exports \( (Q^6 - Q^4) \).

The licensing program creates another policy-conditional supply curve in figure 4, \( S^4 \), which covers the additional exports (with \( S^2 \) continuing to exist from the export tax). Because high cost producers must buy a license to export, the supply curve for production beyond \( Q^4 \) shifts up by the price of the license \( (CL = NM \) in figure 4 = \( R^1 \) in figure 5). For prices above the world price \( P^4 \), \( S^4 \) becomes vertical, because no more export licenses are available. Market equilibrium occurs where \( S^4 \) intersects \( D_F \) at point M.

In the export market panel of figure 4, the policy creates a new export supply curve of \( S_E^4 \) for exports beyond \( E^1 \). Between \( E^1 \) and \( E^2 \), \( S_E^4 \) is the line segment \( TR \), and at export volume \( E^2 \), \( S_E^4 \) becomes vertical, again because the export license volume is now fixed. The export market
equilibrium is given by point R, and the additional export volume of $E^2 - E^1$ equals $Q^5 - Q^4$ in the domestic market.

This policy modification increases producer surplus by CGMN in the domestic market. High cost producers gain surplus of LGM. However, because of the license scheme, high cost producers who buy licenses and export transfer some of their potential surplus equal to CLMN to low cost producers who earn export licenses by meeting the policy requirement for additional exports. The loss of producer surplus of CGH with the pure export tax policy has been reduced to NMH.

As mentioned earlier, in order to create a price for the export licenses, the policy requires that the state issue licenses by a volume less than $Q^6 - Q^4$. However, given that we are proposing a modification to the preexisting policy of an export tax of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$, the government will not know beforehand exactly where point H is on the supply curve, that is, where $S^1$ intersects $D_F$. It therefore does not know the exact volume of $Q^6 - Q^4$ ($L^2$ in figure 5) to use as the base for determining the actual number of export licenses to distribute of $Q^5 - Q^4$. Given that a license supply greater than $Q^6 - Q^4$ drives the license price down to 0, the government would need first to estimate $Q^6 - Q^4$, and then issue a license volume less than this amount to create a license market price.

Assume now that rather than an export tax initially being in place, an export quota already exists of $Q^4 - Q^2$. A policy can be created which achieves all the market outcomes of this quota, but also allows high cost producers to export $Q^5 - Q^4$. This policy is identical to that just examined when an export tax initially is in place, except that the requirement for allowing exports beyond the quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$ is that $Q^4$ must either be sold domestically or exported with a license purchased from the state (at price $P^4 - P^3$). Such a policy would yield exactly the same
market outcomes and welfare effects as when the policy involves an initial export tax of rate \((P^2 - P^1)/P^2\).

If our proposed modified policy involves an initial export quota rather than a tax, one market (figure 2) will exist for the export licenses that must be purchased from the state (called state-sold licenses) to export \(Q^4 - Q^2\), and a separate market (figure 5) will exist for the licenses that high cost producers must purchase from low cost producers for export of \(Q^5 - Q^4\) (called private licenses). Note that low cost producers earn some of these private licenses by purchasing state-sold licenses for export of \(Q^4 - Q^2\), with the rest of the private licenses being earned from selling output domestically.

**Large Country Scenario**

Our modified policy in the case of an initial export tax or quota in the large country scenario is largely the same as in the small country case. Figure 6 reproduces and adds to figure 3, and gives the domestic market equilibrium for a conventional export tax of rate \((P^5 - P^1)/P^5\) or export quota of \(Q^4 - Q^2\) when the country is large enough to have world market power. Recall that market equilibrium in each case occurs at point Z, with \(Q^4\) produced, \(Q^2\) domestically sold at \(P^3\), and \(Q^4 - Q^2\) exported at \(P^7\), and government revenue equals BXZC from either the tax or sale of export licenses.

The policy in the large country scenario that will allow exports beyond \(Q^4 - Q^2\) is largely the same as in the small country case: (1) the government maintains the initial export tax of \((P^5 - P^1)/P^5\) or quota of \(Q^4 - Q^2\); (2) \(Q^4\) of output must either be sold domestically or exported with the tax or state-sold quota licenses as a requirement for additional exports; and (3) exports beyond \(Q^4 - Q^2\) require an export license, which are distributed to the producers who satisfy condition (2) and can be freely traded.
If condition (2) is satisfied allowing additional exports, what will be the volume of increased exports, and at what world price will they be sold? Recall that in our earlier analysis, the export tax shifts the total demand curve in the domestic market from $D_T^1$ to $D_T^2$, while the export quota shifts $D_T^1$ to $D_T^3$. However, we are now analyzing how the market changes if additional exports are allowed after the tax or quota has already generated exports of $Q^4 - Q^2$ sold at $P^7$. Exports fixed at $Q^4 - Q^2$ from the tax/quota create a policy-conditional total demand curve equivalent to $D_T^3$. Given that the tax/quota has fixed domestic purchases at $Q^2$, at any world price above $P^7$, $D_T^1$ shifts right to $D_T^3$ by the horizontal distance between $D_D$ and the vertical line anchored at $Q^2$.

$D_T^3$ intersects $S^1$ at point $\Phi$, where the world price is $P^5$ and producers want to produce and export $Q^7 - Q^4$ more output. The increase in the world price from $P^4$ to $P^5$ at which these additional exports could be sold, which results from the country’s market power, shifts the demand curve for the privately-traded export licenses (distributed to producers who satisfy the condition for additional exports) from $D^1$ to $D^2$ in figure 5. $R^5$ in figure 5 equals $P^5 - P^3$ in figure 6, and $L^3$ in figure 5 equals $\Pi \Phi$ in figure 6.

Assume, however, that the government has issued private export licenses of volume $Q^6 - Q^4$ ($L^2$ in figure 5). This creates the license supply curve $S^1$ in figure 5. $S^1$ and $D^2$ in figure 5 intersect at point $B$, which creates a license price of $R^2$. This means that market power solves the problem of creating value for the licenses without the government having to restrict the license volume below the desired level of $Q^6 - Q^4$ ($L^2$ in figure 5), as it had to restrict in the no market power scenario.

If the government issues private export licenses equal to only $Q^6 - Q^4$ rather than $Q^7 - Q^4$, a new vertical policy-conditional supply $S^4$ is created in figure 6 at point $H$ (associated with
output $Q^6$). The equilibrium for the additional exports is determined by the intersection of $D_T^3$ and $S^4$ at point N, which further raises the world price for these exports from $P^5$ to $P^6$. In figure 5, this additional rise in world price shifts the demand curve for private licenses from $D^2$ to $D^3$. The license price in figure 5 increases from $R^2$ to $R^3$, where $R^3$ equals $CL = HN = P^6 - P^4$ in figure 6.

A qualification to our earlier statement that $S^4$ begins at point H is that the export license price shifts the policy-conditional supply curve for high cost producers between $Q^4$ and $Q^6$ upward by the export license price. $S^4$ therefore runs from point L to N, and then becomes vertical. The modified policy increases total producer surplus by CUNH. LUN of this surplus goes to the high cost producers and exporters of volume $Q^6 - Q^4$. CLNH of the surplus goes to the low cost producers who earn private export licenses by either selling domestically or exporting with the the tax or state-sold export licenses. By increasing the world price at which the country exports, world market power should strengthen the policy’s incentives for low cost producers to satisfy the requirement that allows additional exports.

In the export market in figure 6, the additional exports with private licenses create another policy-conditional export supply curve $S_E^4$ that runs from point F to G and then becomes vertical. The equilibrium for these additional exports is determined by the intersection of $S_E^4$ and $D_E$ at G, and $E^2 - E^1$ equals $Q^6 - Q^4$.

The following are summary points of our analysis for the large country scenario, and similar points hold for the small country scenario. In the domestic market, the initial tax or quota creates a policy-conditional supply curve (either $S^2$ or $S^3$), while the additional exports combined with the privately-traded licenses generate the policy-conditional supply curve $S^4$. Once domestic market equilibrium has been determined with the initial tax or quota, the total demand
curve becomes $D_T^3$. The domestic market panel of figure 6 presents three different market equilibria: (1) the domestic market equilibrium, with price $P^3$, domestic purchases of $Q^2$, and production of $Q^4$; (2) world market equilibrium at point $Z$ for $Q^4 - Q^2$ exported with either a tax or state-sold licenses (if a quota is imposed), with the exports sold at $P^7$; and (3) world market equilibrium at point $N$ for $Q^6 - Q^4$ of output exported with privately-traded licenses, with the exports sold at $P^6$. If the initial export restriction is a quota, there are separate markets for the state-sold and privately-traded licenses. The equilibrium license price for the former is $P^7 - P^3$ ($R^3$ in figure 2), and the equilibrium license price for the latter is $P^6 - P^4$ ($R^3$ in figure 5).

Note that world market power gives the country the capability to price discriminate on the world market, by creating different markets (separated by a selling time interval) for exports of $Q^4 - Q^2$ and $Q^6 - Q^4$. With either an export tax of rate $(P^5 - P^1)/P^5$ or quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$, the country sells $Q^4 - Q^2$ ($E^1$) on the world market at $P^7$, while it sells $Q^6 - Q^4$ ($E^2 - E^1$) at the lower $P^6$.

**Modifying Export Taxes or Quotas When a Restriction is Not Already in Place**

We now examine how to modify a conventional tax or quota policy to make it less market-distorting (more export and welfare-enhancing) when a tax/quota is not yet in place but the government wishes to impose one. We begin with the scenario where the country lacks world market power in the exported good. For this analysis we return to figure 4, where once again the world price is $P^4$ and the free trade market outcome is production of $Q^6$, domestic purchases of $Q^1$, and exports of $Q^6 - Q^1$. The government again wants to reduce the domestic price to $P^3$, increase domestic purchases to $Q^2$, and raise revenue of BFGC (or at least achieve a market outcome close to these results). A tax of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$ or an export quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$ would achieve these objectives. What policies could the government adopt to reach these goals,
though also generate more exports beyond $Q^4 - Q^2$?

Given that a tax or quota is not yet in place, the government does not know the market equilibrium price or volumes that a newly created tax/quota would generate. This creates problems for devising a modified policy to a conventional tax/quota that will achieve the above goals but also allow additional exports. Assume that the government tries to adopt the same modified policy that we discussed for when an export tax (of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$) was already in place, again using that exact export tax. Recall that the key element of our modified policy is the requirement that $Q^4$ of output must either be sold domestically or exported with the tax before any exports beyond $Q^4 - Q^2$ were allowed. If the tax were already in place, the government would know the volume for $Q^4$ to set as the policy parameter, that is, the government would already know the quantity of output (associated with point C) that the export tax would generate. But if the tax were not already in place, the government would not know $Q^4$ (the location of point C), unless it knows the exact shape of the domestic supply curve $S^1$.

What happens if the government sets as the policy parameter an estimated volume for $Q^4$ greater than the actual $Q^4$? Given that an export tax of rate $(P^2 - P^1)/P^2$ creates a domestic market equilibrium of price $P^3$ and output $Q^4$, the requirement that more than $Q^4$ be either sold domestically or exported with the tax would entail that those high cost producers who produce beyond $Q^4$ do so at a marginal cost above $P^3$. They consequently would not, and the requirement for additional export would not be met.

What happens if the government sets an estimated volume for $Q^4$ that is less than the actual $Q^4$? In this case, more low cost producers than are necessary could meet the requirement to either sell domestically or export with the tax (because their marginal cost of production would be less than $P^4$). Many low cost producers therefore might not sell domestically or export
with the tax in the hope that enough other low cost producers would do so, such that the former could free-ride on the latter. If enough try to free-ride in this way, the requirement that \( Q^4 \) either be sold domestically or exported with the tax again might not be met.

Assume now that rather than use an export tax, the government tries to achieve its policy goals with an export quota, specifically of \( Q^4 - Q^2 \). If this export quota is not already in place, the government once again will not know the output volume \( Q^4 \) that an export quota of \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) would generate. As with an export tax, if the government, in setting the volume that must either be sold domestically or exported with state-sold licenses, tries to estimate \( Q^4 \), too high or low an estimate could create serious incentive problems for producers with respect to meeting the requirement that allows additional exports.

Because of these challenges, if an export tax or quota is not already in place, we propose that governments consider imposing only an export quota, not a tax, but with a major modification. The following elements of our proposed policy are exactly the same as identified before when an export quota is already in place: (1) export licenses of \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) are made available for sale; (2) \( Q^4 \) must either be sold domestically or exported with a state-sold export license as a requirement for additional exports; and (3) exports beyond \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) (once allowed) also require export licenses, which are given for free to the producers who satisfy condition (2) and can be freely traded.

However, the policy requires a modification to address the problem just discussed of finding the volumes for exports of \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) and production of \( Q^4 \) that correspond, that is, put \( Q^4 \) on \( S^1 \) with exports of \( Q^4 - Q^2 \). For ease of analysis, we earlier examined the problem of non-correspondence between the two volumes as the government first determining the export volume \( Q^4 - Q^2 \) and then the policy parameter volume \( Q^4 \). However, our proposed policy modification
for resolving this challenge involves the government first estimating $Q^4$, with the estimated value identified as $Q_e^4$, and then handling the export volume. The virtue of our policy is that little harm will be done if $Q_e^4$ deviates from $Q^4$.

The volume of export licenses that the government initially makes available for sale should not equal its desired export volume of $Q^4 - Q^2$, but rather $Q_e^4 - Q^1$ (the pre-quota market situation should identify the volume $Q^1$). The purchase of export licenses by low cost producers will create a license price, and thereby drive the domestic price for output in figure 4 below the world price $P^4$. The drop in the domestic price will increase domestic purchases of the good (movement along $D_D$ from point E to B). The key element of our modified policy is that for each unit of output sold domestically, the government should reduce the supply of export licenses available for sale by one.

In this paragraph, we assume for simplicity of presentation that the government accurately estimates $Q^4$, that is, $Q_e^4$ equals $Q^4$. In the market for state-sold export licenses in figure 2, the volume of licenses initially made available for sale ($Q^4 - Q^1$ in figure 4) equals $L^2$. Our policy of a sliding volume of export license supply creates the license supply curve of $S^2$, which replaces $S^1$. Reducing the export license supply by one for each unit of output sold domestically as the domestic output price falls results in movement along $S^2$ from $L^2$ to point A. When the domestic price of the good falls to $P^3$ such that $Q^2$ is domestically purchased, the volume of export licenses available for sale will drop to $Q^4 - Q^2$, or $L^1$ in figure 2. At the license price of $R^1$ (or $P^4 - P^3$), the quantity demanded of licenses ($L^1$) equals the quantity supplied.

This policy allows the markets for output and export licenses to work together to determine a volume of exports and production that correspond. In practice, the government’s estimate for $Q^4$ ($Q_e^4$) will likely deviate from its actual value. This, however, will not pose any
incentive or mechanical problems for the operation of the policy. Rather, the consequences will be that the new domestic price and volumes of domestic production, purchases, and exports with the quota will all differ to some degree from the results given in figure 4, in particular the actual volume of licensed exports might differ from the government’s desired volume of $Q^4 - Q^2$.

Once implemented, the policy should generate the same market results presented in figure 4, where a preexisting policy involving an export quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$ is modified to allow additional exports. (The same results occur if $Q_e^4$ equals the actual $Q^4$; if not, the new market equilibrium values and volumes will differ somewhat from those presented in the figure.) If the country has market power, it can adopt exactly the same modified policy (with the same policy elements) as in the case of a preexisting export quota, though with the identical policy modification as just explained when the country lacks market power. In figure 2, the export license supply curve becomes $S^3$, running from $L^2$ to point B. The export license price of $R^3$ in figure 2 equals license price $P^7 - P^3$ in figure 6 (assuming again that $Q_e^4$ equals the actual $Q^4$).

**Policy Challenges**

One potential problem of the modified policies is that low cost producers might initially sell domestically, say to wholesalers, who do not intend to resell to domestic consumers/users, but rather export at the higher world price (with purchased private export licenses) once additional exports are allowed. Such behavior would result in the domestic price not falling as much, and domestic purchases not rising as much, as the government desired. Also, the increased demand for private export licenses from this conduct would raise their price, and thereby reduce the volume of exports by high cost producers. The price of private export licenses could even rise so high ($P^4 - P^3$ in figure 4, for example) that high cost producers would purchase none of the licenses, and the policy would fail to motivate any additional exports.
(beyond $Q^4 - Q^2$).

The government could preclude this potential behavior with the following administrative procedure. Whenever output is initially sold (say to wholesalers), it is officially documented one of three ways: (1) output for domestic sale; (2) output to be exported with a state-sold license; and (3) output to be exported with a privately-sold license. Any attempt to export output with a privately-sold license would have to show documentation of status (3).

As discussed throughout this paper, the main challenge of the modified policies is that low cost producers might have insufficient incentive to “get with the new program” by either selling domestically or exporting with a tax or state-sold license all of their low cost output, in the hope that they could export some low cost output with a purchased private export license, and thereby earn a higher per unit return. However, if the modified policy is part of a longstanding tax or quota that has motivated $Q^4$ of output and $Q^4 - Q^2$ of exports in previous production (market) periods, then habit and inertia among producers would probably help the modified policy to work. Rather than chancing or even considering that they could manage to export at the higher return with the modified policy, low cost producers might well continue to produce and dispose of $Q^4$ as before with the expectation of a per unit net revenue of $P^3$, though now with the added incentive that if they “get with the new program,” they can earn additional revenue from selling the private export licenses given to them by the government.

Another (though related) problem if a modified policy is part of a longstanding export tax or quota is that high cost producers would face uncertainty as to whether the prerequisite for additional exports will be met. This in turn means they would be uncertain as to how much, if any, of their high cost output they should produce. For example, in the market power scenario in figure 6, should high cost producers try to supply all, or any part of, the output within the range
of $Q^4$ to $Q^6$? If low cost producers do not either sell all their $Q^4$ of output domestically or export it with a tax or a state-sold license, then the government will not allow export of any high cost output. This means that any production beyond $Q^4$ by high cost producers would have to be sold domestically at a loss (price below the marginal cost of production).

This output uncertainty could pose a particular problem for producers if the good is an agricultural crop. Crop producers must commit at the start of (or at least early in) the production season to the amount of certain key inputs they will use during that production cycle (mainly land, but also to some degree inputs such as fertilizer and pesticides). Should they plan for production of $Q^4$ or $Q^6$?

In the first market period in which a new modified policy is enacted (say a year for a crop), some wary high cost producers might not produce. Consequently, high cost production in this period/year might be less than $Q^6 - Q^4$. Assume, though, that in this period low cost producers meet the condition for additional exports. Once the risk averse non-producing high cost producers see their more ambitious peers benefit from the policy by producing and exporting their additional output, they would have more certainty and incentive in future market periods also to produce their high cost output. In this way over time, the economy could move to the full $Q^6 - Q^4$ of high cost output being produced and exported.

What about the case where the modified policy is part of a new tax or quota imposed for what is expected to be the short run (say just one production season)? In this situation, the best time for imposing a short run policy for agricultural crops is at the end of the production season, such that $Q^6$ has already been produced. If governments adopted, post-production, the same modified policies already examined, they could achieve the policies’ same results and benefits. In particular, low cost producers would have the same motivation as before either to sell
domestically or export with tax or state-sold licenses the volume $Q^4$ that would allow added exports of $Q^6 - Q^4$.

The only problem with the policy if imposed post-production for crops would be in the small country scenario, concerning the private licenses issued to low cost producers. In figure 4, producers already would have produced $Q^6$ in the expectation that all their output would be either sold domestically or exported. Yet, for the licenses to have value, they would have to be restricted to a volume below $Q^6 - Q^4$ (say to $Q^5 - Q^4$). Consequently, $Q^6 - Q^5$ could not be exported and would have to be sold domestically at a loss (price below marginal cost), or stored. For this reason, a post-production policy should probably not be enacted in the small country case. However, a post-production policy would work in the large country case, because all of $Q^6 - Q^4$ could be profitably exported.

If the main objective of the short run export tax or quota is to combat rising food commodity prices caused by poor harvests in other producing countries, governments might also be most inclined to adopt such a policy at the end of the production season, because at that time they would best know how serious are the world supply and price problems. The two motives for enacting the policy at the end of the production season therefore would be mutually reinforcing.

The modified policies might cause challenges if countries suffer from weak governance, poor technical administration, and corruption. Recall that in the case of these policies being adopted without an existing tax or quota being in place, we propose that an export quota rather than tax be enacted (with appropriate modification). However, trade quota administration suffers from being less transparent than that for taxes, and also more amenable to corruption and rent-seeking (mainly from the distribution of the export licenses).
Although the modified policies could encourage corruption and rent-seeking, conventional export taxes and quotas can as well. The alternative modified policies could increase countries’ overall economic welfare. The main effect of corruption and rent-seeking with these policies would be to redistribute the gains from trade, in particular who gets to export, at what price, and who keeps the tax or export license sales revenue. The modified policies could increase that gain, even if some of its distribution was not as intended.

**Conclusion**

This paper examines policies that modify conventional export taxes and quotas to make them less market-distorting. More specifically, the paper discusses policy modifications that fulfill the same objectives of taxes or quotas, in terms of reducing the domestic price of the exported good, increasing the volume of domestic purchases, and earning state revenue, but also allow additional profitable export of the good.

We examine scenarios covering the following situations: the export restriction is a tax or quota; an export tax or quota is already in place or newly imposed; the country does or does not have world market power in the exported good. The modified policies have the following elements. The government has three tasks: (1) it sets a conventional export tax or quota (or if such a restriction already exists, it retains the measure); (2) it sets a minimum volume of output that must either be sold domestically or exported with the tax or state-sold licenses; and (3) it gives those producers who contribute to meeting this minimum sales requirement free, and freely tradable, export licenses (as opposed to state-sold licenses), of a volume equal to the additional exports that the government wants to occur. Once the minimum sales condition in (2) is met, additional exports are allowed, using the licenses distributed in (3). Producers who receive these licenses use them to cover their own exports, or can sell them to other producers who use them.
for export. Thus, those producers who contribute to meeting the minimum sales requirement capture part of the overall gain to the economy from exporting more output beyond that which the export tax/quota alone would generate.

A major challenge of the modified policies is whether producers will have sufficient incentive to meet the minimum sales condition required for additional exports. All producers would prefer to export at the higher world price rather than sell domestically at a lower price or export with the tax or state-sold export licenses. The possibility exists that some producers will try either to “free ride” on the policy or break it by not selling enough output to meet condition (2). With the former behavior, they hope that other producers will fulfill the requirement for additional export, and with the latter behavior they hope the government will drop the policy and allow free export. If producers succeed in either case, they would gain more than if they complied with the policy and earned export licenses, to either use themselves or sell to other producers.

The modified policies presented in this paper are easier to establish and administer, and probably have a better chance of working, if they are enacted when a tax or quota already is in place, as opposed to the situation where free export initially exists but the government wishes to restrict it by creating a new tax or quota. The main reason is that if an export/tax quota already exists, the government knows the market response to the tax or quota. The likelihood of policy success also increases if the country has world market power in the exported good. With market power, the initial tax or quota increases the world price, and thereby raises the price at which exports can be sold. This should enhance producers’ incentive to meet condition (2) that allows more exports.

Corruption and rent-seeking could also pose problems for implementing these modified
policies and reduce the intended gains from them. However, even if these institutional-type deficiencies exist, the modified policies have the potential to provide overall net benefits to the country relative to a more-restrictive conventional export tax or quota.
Endnotes

1 Jones and Kwiecinski (2010) provides a list of agricultural export restrictions created by 10 major emerging markets, including China, India, and Brazil.

2 One reason countries use export taxes rather than quotas is that agreements within the World Trade Organization seriously restrict quantitative trade controls. Taxes are also easier to administer than quotas and less likely to motivate rent-seeking and corruption. Korinek and Kim (2010) also examine longstanding quantitative export restrictions by countries, applied mainly to metals, and for strategic rather than economic reasons. One such strategic reason is that the metals are required for technologically sophisticated products.

3 This objective helps explain why most of the goods in the world subject to long term export controls are primary products (agricultural, forestry, fishery, mineral, and metal goods). Mitra and Josling (2009) add that a related reason why countries restrict exports of primary products is that they can keep more value-added production and income at home if they export processed rather than primary goods.

4 Given that the export tax is ad valorem, $S^2$ has a steeper slope than $S^1$ because the per unit tax increases as the price rises.

5 The demand curve for the export licenses can also be derived from the export market panel of figure 1. The maximum price that any exporter is willing to pay for an export license equals the vertical distance between $D_E$ (the export’s world price) and $S_E^1$ (the minimum per unit revenue the exporter must receive to export the unit of the good in question). Area $P^1P^4V$ in the export market panel in figure 1 equals area $0R^2L^3$ in figure 2.

6 Although the left side panel in figure 3 is called the domestic market, it also covers the domestic market’s integration into the world market.
$D_T^2$ is the policy-conditional total demand curve after an export tax is imposed but \textit{before} the new domestic market equilibrium is reached (with the tax). $D_T^3$ is the policy conditional total demand curve that exists with an export quota. However, $D_T^3$ is also the policy conditional total demand curve when an export tax exists, though \textit{after} the new domestic market equilibrium has been reached with the tax. This is because at the new equilibrium, the export tax fixes domestic purchase of the good at $Q^2$ (just as an export quota of $Q^4 - Q^2$ fixes domestic purchase at $Q^2$).

$P^5$ will not necessarily be the price where both (1) $S^1$ and $D_T^3$ intersect at point $\Phi$ and (2) the policy-conditional supply curve $S^2$ created by the export tax of rate $(P^5 - P^1)/P^5$ begins at point $M$. Rather, to avoid cluttering, the figure is drawn such that the two prices coincide.

The market might expand or contract over time, such that the actual volumes of $Q^4$ and $Q^4 - Q^2$ change a bit between production (market) periods, especially if the world price changes.

If all low cost producers fulfill the requirement for additional exports, but high cost producers produce less than $Q^6 - Q^4$ of output for expected export, the demand for private export licenses might be too low to generate any price for them. This would make the private export licenses worthless. This result could diminish the incentive of low cost producers “to get with the program” in the next market period, concerning at least incentives stemming from the part of the overall policy involving the private export licenses. On the other hand, the low cost producers might believe that in future market periods, high cost producers will produce enough output, and thereby have enough demand for export licenses, to generate a price for the private export licenses earned by the low cost producers.
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Figure 1: Exports with tax or quota, small country assumption
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Figure 2: Market for state-sold export licenses
Figure 3: Exports with tax or quota, large country assumption
Figure 4: Exports with tax or quota, small country assumption, modified policy

The diagram illustrates the domestic market and the export market with various price points and quantity levels. The domestic market is represented on the left, with demand (DD) and supply (S1) curves. The export market is on the right, showing supply (SE1, SE2, SE3, SE4) and demand (DE) curves. The figure highlights the effects of taxes or quotas on prices and quantities in both markets.
Figure 5: Market for private export licenses
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Figure 6: Exports with tax or quota, large country assumption, modified policy